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Introduction 

As indicated in the title line, „SOV-language‟ may be understood as „language whose phrases 

are head-final‟. In a narrower construal, „SOV-language‟ can be read as „language with head-

final VPs‟. This reading would subsume, for instance, Japanese as well as German; the first 

reading would not because German is not uniformly head final. VP and AP are head final; NP 

and PP are head initial in German. However, since a VP or an AP plus copula is a core con-

stituent of a clause, German nevertheless would share all the SOV properties with Japanese 

that are triggered by OV (i.e. a head-final VP) in contrast to VO (i.e. a clause with a head-

initial VP).  

It will become evident, that „SOV‟ is a misleading label that is in need of clarification. It is 

the label of a set of properties that correlate with the head-final property of phrases, and in 

particular of the verb phrase. The following list of criteria is a synopsis of previous publica-

tions of the author in a largely descriptive and largely theory-neutral rendering. 

#0: Greenbergian typological syndromes – in need of differentiation 

Syntactic typologists proceed inductively and search for clustering properties of any kind. 

Here is an example: 

Typological claim: In the set of SOV languages, a subset of languages with the following 

properties (i.-v.) is proportionally much larger than the corresponding subset in the set of 

SVO or VSO languages: 

i. Noun-before-postposition order Dryer (1992:83) 

ii. Verb-before-auxiliary order Dryer (1992:94; 100) 

iii. Genitive-before-noun order Dryer (1992:91) 

iv. Relative clause-before-noun order Dryer (1992:87) 

v. Standard of comparative-before-adjective order Dryer (1992:92) 

vi.   Neg-before-V order (vs. V-before-Neg) Dryer (1992:98)  

The dilemma is this. On the one hand, there is a sufficiently strong correlation so that it is 

implausible that the clustering could be the result of a merely accidental combination of syn-

tactic properties. On the other hand, there are many alleged OV languages that do not fully fit.  

There is a good reason for this apparent dilemma, though. “OV” relates to the head-position in 

the VP, but the other criteria relate to head-positioning of particles (i), of nouns (iii, iv) and of 

adjectives (v.). Only one criterion is verbal (ii.). The reason for the dilemma is that the criteria 

(i. to v.) are criteria met by head-final phrases, but the property “SOV” does not only sample 

languages in which all phrases are head-final, but all languages whose clause structure is 

based on a head-final VP, irrespective of the head-position of the other phrasal categories. 

This „contaminates‟ the sample and voids the generalization of the predictive power for indi-

vidual languages. 

There are consistent OV languages, that is, languages in which all phrases are head-final, but 

there are languages, too, with differentiated headedness properties. German and Dutch for 

instance are head-final only for adjective phrases and verb phrases (whence their SOV status), 
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but head-initial for noun phrases and the vast majority of particle phrases (prepositional phra-

ses).  

Head-initial phrases and head-final phrases differ in their syntactic properties. This is the ma-

jor reason because of which the above mentioned overall correlation is not „water-proof‟. Let 

me address the properties in turn. 

 Postpositions: Evidently, if all heads in a given language are head-final, then the lan-

guage is postpositional. So, consistent OV languages meet the criterion. Exceptions come 

from languages with differentiated head-positioning, like German: VP is head-final, PP is 

head-initial, and this is not an infrequent constellation. 

 Verb + Auxiliary (see criterion 3): If the VP is head-final, the auxiliary must follow the 

main verb, ceteris paribus. It is the „ceteris paribus‟ where the differences come from. In 

VO languages, the correlation is strong,
1
 but not so in OV, because of predictable inter-

vening factors: 

(1) a. The auxiliary [must [precede the main verb]] 

 b. dass das Auxiliar [dem Verb folgen muss] 

     that the auxiliaryNom [the verbDat follow must] 

The little arrows indicate the crucial factor, namely the directionality of joining with the mor-

pho-syntactically dependent elements. In VO the object follows the verb, in OV it pre-

cedes. The main verb is morpho-syntactically dependent on the superordinate auxiliary; hence 

the main verb follows the auxiliary in VO (i.e. AuxV) and precedes in OV (i.e. VAux). 

And where is the problem? The problem is this: OV grammars do not embed verbal phrases 

by stacking. In structural terms, the sequence of Aux and V would amount to the stacking of 

one verbal phrase on top of another one. In a head-initial setting the result is (2a), with full 

VPs as complements of auxiliaries. The head-final counterpart would be (2b), as a mirror im-

age of (2a), but this is barred by OV grammars in favor of (2c), the verb clustering property of 

OV languages.  

(2) a. [Aux1 [Aux2 [V° …]VP ]VP-aux2 ]VP-aux1    e.g. has been stacking 

 b.*[[[…V°]VP Aux2]VP-aux2 Aux1]VP-aux1   eliminated by the grammar 

 c.  [VP …  [[V° Aux2]  Aux1]cluster  ]   e.g. aufgestapelt haben wird 

Structure (2b) has a strongly disfavored property, namely, central embedding. As the array of 

opening brackets in (2b) reveals, the parser would always have to guess how many brackets to 

open in advance when a non-finite verb (viz. V°) is met, since there always could follow sev-

eral auxiliaries. As a consequence, there would be constant & costly backtracking. Grammars 

are parser-friendly (see Haider 2013, chapter 2), and therefore OV grammars eliminate the 

problem by clustering the verbs in a single VP (2c). For details see Haider 2010, chapter 7.2). 

In the cluster, however, the verbs may be reordered, if the language is a language with dis-

placement of verbs, as German (3a) or Dutch (3b): 

(3) a. dass man Verben [clustern können müssen würde] / [würde clustern können müssen] 

  that one verbs cluster canInf. mustInf. would / would cluster canInf. mustInf 

                                                 
1
 The dependent verb always follows, which yields an invariable Aux + verb order. 
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 b. dat men niets [gezien zou hebben] / [zou gezien hebben] / [zou hebben gezien] 

  that one nothing seen would have / would seen have / would have seen 

In these languages, the auxiliary may (3a) precede the main verb and therefore apparently 

violates the correlation. Nevertheless, this position is structurally completely different from 

the position in VO. This is reflected by a compactness property. The verbs in the cluster form 

a compact unit (see criterion 4), but the VO sequences are not compact. 

In OV languages with „immobile‟ verbs, that is, with verbs that are „frozen‟ in their clause-

final position (cf. Japanese, Korean), the order is as predicted, namely the dependent verb 

precedes the selecting verb.  

 Genitive noun order: There is a predictable correlation, and there are intervening factors 

that need to be controlled. The correlation is this:  

If the language is a consistently head-final one, the object of the noun (viz. the „genitive‟) 

precedes the noun, and if the language is consistently head-initial, it follows. The object of a 

noun is usually referred to as „Genitive‟ by typologists, since in Indo-European languages, it 

is marked with genitive case. And here comes the major intervening factor: There are SOV 

languages with head-initial NPs. In other words, the VP is head final while the NP is head 

initial, as in German. 

First, English (4a) is parallel to German (4b). However, this completely predictable order of a 

head-initial NP would have to be counted as exceptional, if German is filed as OV and if it is 

not recognized as an OV language with differentiated headedness. Second, what appears to 

confirm the OV-based prediction of a prenominal genitive (1c) is a frequent pattern in SVO, 

too (4c). In fact, (4d) is a highly constrained pattern in German, but not in English.  

(4) a. the [examination of genitival relations] 

 b. die [Untersuchung der GenitivverhätnisseGen. / von GenitivverhältnissenDat] 

 c. Sarkozys Befragung vor dem Richter  

 d. Magdeburg’s destruction by the king of Sweden‟s army  

In head-initial NPs, especially in article languages, there is a secondary option of having a 

„genitive‟ (that is a possessor-denoting phrase) in the initial position. One should bear in 

mind, however, that the fronted position may be much more limited than the canonical post-

nominal position, as can be seen in German: 

(5) a.  die Kleider [des Mädchens mit dem Perlenohrring]  

 b.*[des Mädchens mit dem Perlenohrring] Kleider  

 c.  die Befragung der Hälfte (der Teilnehmer) 

 d.*der Hälfte (der Teilnehmer) Befragung 

It is of course completely misleading when prenominal genitives
2
 of head-initial NPs are 

counted on a par with prenominal genitives of head-final VPs. Typological investigations typ-

                                                 
2
 „Genitive‟ is completely misleading in a language like English. The „Saxon Genitive‟ as in “the king of Swe-

den‟s army” in (4d) is not a case form but a phrase with a possessive marker cliticized to the final element [king 

of Sweden]’s army.  A genitive marker would have to appear on the head noun: *the king’s of Sweden. This mor-

pheme dates back to a possessive construction that is still „alive‟ in many Germanic languages: „[the king of 

Sweden] his army‟. 
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ically do not differentiate for the headedness of the NP.  It must not come as a surprise that 

the results look puzzling if this essential intervening factor is neglected. 

 Relative-Clause-plus-noun order 

There are at least two independent factors that may influence the patterns. The first factor is 

the syntactic status of the construction that is called „relative clause‟ in the typological litera-

ture: 

German, for instance, provides two options. One (6a) is a „participial construction‟, the other 

(6b), is an unequivocally clausal construction with a clause-initial relative pronoun. The first 

option produces the order in which the relative construction precedes the noun, the other op-

tion yield the order in which the relative clause follows the noun. 

(6) a. die [den Relativsatz studierenden] Typologen 

 b. die Typologen, [die den Relativsatz studieren] 

The first option (6a), incidentally is the most constrained one on the ‚accessibility hierarchy„ 

since only subjects are accessible. The second option (6b) is free in terms of the choice of the 

grammatical function of the noun to be joined with a relative clause. 

The second factor is the repertoire of clause structures in the given language. Does the lan-

guage have displacement options targeting the clause-initial position? So, the question to start 

with is this: Does the language have clauses with clause-initial complementizers? If yes, does 

the language have displacement for question-formation? If yes, the likelihood is high that the 

language employs this option for relative clause formation. And if it does, the clause will be 

„extraposed‟ and it will follow the noun. 

Typically, the following factors go together: Strictly head-final languages do not have clause-

initial complementizers (since these would be phrase-initial heads, which cannot exist in a 

strictly head-final system) and they do not displace element to the left in question formation. 

Hence they do not have relative clauses with clause-initial pronouns, and they would not ex-

trapose, since they are strictly head-final. In this case, the correlation is water-proof again. 

If these factors are not controlled, the whole picture necessarily becomes considerably 

blurred, as can be easily read off from the results of the statistical checks run over the WALS 

data by Wichmann and Kamholz (to appear). 

 Order of the standard of comparison relative to the adjective 

The primary deficit of this concept is that it is too vague. If applied to German, it yields im-

mediately conflicting results. In some language one finds only the option corresponding to 

(7a) and in other languages there is only the option (7b) and in some language one finds both.
3
 

                                                 
3
 Interestingly, language structure in this very area of comparions has a predictable effect on the success in math-

ematical problem solving. This has become known as the Rosnick-Clement effect (Rosnick,P. & Clement,J. 

1980. Learning without understanding. Journal of Mathematical Behavior 3: 3-27.):  “In a given class, the num-

ber of girls is G, and the number of boy is B. There are two times more girls than boys in the class. Write this 

statement as an equation using G and B.” The typical mistake is independent of the level of education and it does 

not happen in Asian schools, because the pupils speak Asian langages that do not allow the misleading structur-

ing of English and German in “[two times more girls than boys]NP”. 
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(7) a. die Wohnung des Kollegen ist [verglichen mit meiner Wohnung viel größer]  

 b. die Wohnung des Kollegen ist [viel größer als meine Wohnung]  

Imagine you are confronted with an OV langue in which the counterpart of ‚than„ is a gram-

maticalized „im Vergleich zu‟ (in comparison with) or „verglichen mit‟ (compared to). In this 

case, you will diagnose the order in (7a). But you could be just as well investigating an OV 

language with differentiated headedness, which allows extraposition, and you might find (7b), 

or as in the case of German, you find both and you are at a loss, when it comes to the question 

as how to file it.  

 Order of the negation particle relative to the (finite) verbs 

Dryer notes “that both OV and VO languages exhibit a tendency to place the negative particle 

before the verb” (Dryer 1992:98). Typologists talk about “tendencies” when they are at a loss. 

This is the price they have to pay for oversimplifying. An assessment of the position of the 

negation particle relative to the verb must pay attention at least to the following distinction, 

namely finite and non-finite verbs. The essential question is this: If the main verb follows or 

precedes the finite auxiliary verb, which of these verbs does the negation particle follow or 

precede? Consider the following patterns. Should English, German or Swedish be filed as V-

Neg or rather as Neg-V? In each language, the negation follows the finite verb in the main 

clause but precedes the non-finite verbs. In embedded clauses, the negation precedes all verbs 

in German and Swedisch, but in English it still follows the finite verb and precedes the nonfi-

nite ones.  

(8) a. (that) they have not differentiated enough 

 b. Sie beachten diesen Umstand nichtNeg      German 

 c. wenn sie diesen Umstand nicht beachten 

 d. Han förhindrat inteNeg detta avsked       Swedish 

 e. att han inte förhindrat detta avsked      

The problem is obvious and easy to tackle. In all three languages, the finite verb is placed into 

a special position. In all three languages, the negation immediately precedes the verbs in a 

simple clause, except for the finite verb, if it gets assigned to a fronted position. In (8b,d), the 

finite Verb is in the Germanic V-2 position and therefore precedes the negation particle. In the 

canonical position (8c,e), the negation particle precedes. In English, finite auxiliaries are 

fronted generally, that is, in main and in embedded clause. Hence, negation follows finite 

„have‟, but precedes an infinite „have‟ (cf. “should not have …”) 

For semantic reasons, the domain of negation is the domain that contains the canonical posi-

tion of the finite verb (which may be fronted out of its canonical position), and in syntactic 

terms it is the minimal domain that contains the canonical position of the finite verb. So, in 

VO languages, the negation particle minimally precedes the whole VP since it is head initial. 

In VSO language, the negation particle precedes the clause-initial V, and in SOV it minimally 

precedes the clause-final V (or is affixed to it), that is, it follows the objects. 

Languages that assign a finite verb to a higher position in the clause than an infinite verb will 

deceive a naïve look at surface orderings. German has a head-final VP and Swedish has a 
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head-initial one. Nevertheless, both languages would be wrongly classified as V-before-Neg 

because of „unmarked‟ orders such as (8b,d).  

In both languages, the negation particle precedes the canonical position of the verb(s) in a 

simple clause. In both types, the negation precedes minimally. In VO, this position is the posi-

tion in front of the whole VP, that is, the verb plus its objects, which follow the verb. In OV, 

the negation precedes the clause final verbs and follows the objects (cf. Haider 2010:51-

53,146). Analogous considerations apply to Romance languages (see criterion 4, on French 

negation). In the absence of the pertinent information on canonical and non-canonical verb 

positions, typological classifications of negation remain entirely meaningless. These typolo-

gies may serve as examples for a major shortcoming: Inductive pattern counting does not lead 

to significant generalizations. 

In sum 

 Typological surveys can be improved by improving the diagnostic tools. 

First, „SOV‟ or „‟SVO‟ are not holistic properties. It is okay, if these labels are used as short-

cuts for „consistently head-final‟ or „consistently head-initial‟, or merely for languages with a 

head-final or a head-initial VP, respectively. You simply have to tell. In the first case all 

phrases in the given language are either head-initial or head-final. It is misleading, however, 

when a property of the VP, which is reflected in the clause structure, is taken as the criterion, 

without paying attention to the head-positions in all the other phrasal categories, as in the case 

of languages with head-final VPs („SOV‟) but differentiated head positioning in the other 

phrasal categories. If these languages are subsumed under „OV‟ (or „VO‟) merely because the 

verb phrases are (head-initial or) head-final, this severely distorts the results since many of the 

properties that constitute the syndromes are dependent on the head-positioning property of the 

other phrasal categories 

Second, there are independent factors that interfere with the clear identification of the head-

positioning in typological surveys. WALS, for instance, unnecessarily commits the mistake of 

filing German and Dutch as “languages with two dominant orders of subject, object, and 

verb,” namely SOV and SVO.
4
  

This statement distorts the relevant information and is clearly wrong. In German, SOV is not a 

„dominant‟ order in general; it is the obligatory order in C-introduced embedded clauses, 

which gets masked by the V2-property of main clauses. And furthermore, in German, fronting 

the subject to the clause-initial position is but one out of many alternative options for starting 

a main declarative clause.   

It is an unnecessary mistake because the statement characterizes a level of information that is 

30 years behind the typological standard
5
 and more than hundred thirty years behind German 

grammar research. Since Erdmann (1886), who correctly identified the V2-property of Ger-

                                                 
4
 “Type 1 represents languages which are SOV/SVO, i.e. languages in which the orders SOV and SVO are com-

mon relative to other orders, but where neither order is dominant relative to the other. An example of a language 

of this type is German”.  URL: http://wals.info/chapter/81 
5
 "The order used for a stylistically unmarked version of John saw Mary in German would be SVO, too, but to 

simply call German an SVO language would disguise the verb-second nature of its word order." Mallinson & 

Blake (1981:129). 
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man, no competent grammarian of German would claim that the „Vorfeld‟ is reserved for the 

subject of the clause.
6
 

Mistakes like this one become systemic if „SVO‟ and „SOV‟ are employed as unanalyzed 

concepts that are applied at face value. SOV or SVO should be cover terms for clearly defined 

and adequately operationalized concepts. The most important one is the concept of the „posi-

tion of the head of a phrase‟ in the given language. This would provide a more solid basis for 

an empirically reliable word order typology. In the narrow interpretation, „SOV/SVO‟ refers 

to clause structures built on a head-initial (SVO) or a head-final (SOV) VP. In the wider in-

terpretation, „SVO‟ stands for languages whose phrases are uniformly head-initial; „SOV‟ is 

the converse, that is, languages whose phrases are uniformly head-final. 

Next, the clear cases should be separated from the less well established ones. If the empirical 

basis for filing a given language is insufficient, it should not be filed along with the well-

assessed languages.  

And finally, the languages with a fairly complete profile must be distinguished from, and 

ranked higher than, those whose profiling is incomplete. If important information is missing it 

is not clear whether this information could play a role for judging the available information. 

 Typological surveys gain value if they are refined by means of a syntactically differen-

tiated descriptive tool kit.   

It is simply not enough to watch out for the Greenbergian word order syndromes and add as 

additional category either “no dominant word order” or “more than one dominant word or-

der.” As emphasized above, the relevant level is the level of the phrasal categories and not the 

level of the clause. Information on the word order properties of the phrases is indispensable 

for a typological profile.  

Second, the major syndromes are not exhausted by OV and VO. There is a third major syn-

drome that has hitherto been overlooked because it has been misclassified. The third main 

syndrome is the class of languages with an unspecified headedness property („Type III lan-

guages‟; Haider 2013, Haider ms. (downloadable)). If a language is of Type III this means 

that a (verb) phrase may alternatively be head-initial, head-final, and even head-medial. In 

theoretical terms this indicates that the position of the head within the phrase is not fixed. As a 

consequence, a subset of structures of these languages is a set of genuine head-final structures 

and the basis for the concomitant properties of head-final languages. Another subset is head-

initial. This accounts for the apparently exceptional status of these languages that are typically 

filed as SVO but show the typical characteristics of OV languages (see Haider & Szucsich, in 

press, on the „contradictory‟ syntactic properties of Slavic languages). The third subset, which 

is neither OV nor VO, is either neglected or qualified as exceptional. 

Typically, these languages are filed as SVO languages with other ‟subdominant‟ orders. This 

is misleading. The allegedly „dominant‟ SVO order merely is one of the admissible orders and 

it happens to be the order favored by information structure preferences in simple sentences, 

whence it‟s higher frequency. The crucial property is that the grammar would admit any other 

                                                 
6
 „Durchaus unrichtig ist es, wenn manche Grammatiker hier dem Subjektnominativ besondern Anspruch auf die 

erste Stelle einräumen wollen“ (It is completely incorrect if in these cases some grammarians want to grant spe-

cial priority to the nominative subject for the first position of the clause). Erdmann (1886:183; §206). “ 
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order too. Good examples for this constellation in the Indo-European family are the Slavic 

languages.  

In a conservative estimate, the percentage of Type-3 languages in a representative typological 

data base will be higher than 25%. Unfortunately, the forced choice of assigning them to one 

of the Greenbergian syndromes is based on arbitrary decisions in this case.  

Type III must be studied as type of its own in order to find out the correlations between the 

grammatically forced or unforced positioning of phrasal heads and the syntactic properties 

that correlate with the particular choice in the system space of grammars. 

In sum, the crucial defect of many typological surveys is the naïve look at the data in combi-

nation with a questionable set of classification categories. This destroys the quality of the re-

sults for the subsequent theoretical modeling of the clustering of properties. 

Here is an example:  

Dryer (1992) presents the counts from a survey of 625 languages, which are listed in the ap-

pendix, but only in terms of their geographical distribution. The typological assignments are 

missing. In the absence of the relevant information, the counts cannot be counter-checked. 

In WALS, Dryer and Haspelmath misclassify the continental West Germanic languages as 

languages with two dominant orders (viz. SVO, SOV). Would these languages be entered into 

the count for SVO?  How many other languages in the sample are misclassified for the same 

or other reasons in the survey?  

In the absence of precise information on the classificatory criteria, it is safe to assume that all 

Type-3 languages have been filed as SVO. As a consequence, the generalizations on VO are 

contaminated with the OV-like properties of Type-3 languages. It must not come as a surprise 

therefore that in the results, clear-cut patterns appear to be rare. This is not a feature of reality, 

it is a feature of analytic inaccuracy and it essentially and unnecessarily weakens the predic-

tive power of typological models. 

Another especially clear case for the lack of precision is the typology of the distribution of 

negation particles discussed above. It is unconceivable that the authors are unaware of the 

importance of the distinction between a finite and a non-finite verb. Hence they will know 

that the observable distribution of finite verbs interacts with the distribution of the negation 

particles. Why do they abstain from adequately analyzing it when putting together their sur-

veys? To open a grammar, look at a simple, negated declarative clause and count whether the 

negation word precedes or follows the verb is evidently insufficient. The quality of a survey is 

the quality of the data analysis it is based on. 
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Criterion #1: Subject expletives in SVO but not in SOV 

Claim to be assessed: Expletive subjects are mandatory in SVO; in SOV a structurally 

expletive subject is neither required nor admitted.  

The phenomenon 

An expletive element – typically, a deictic locative adverbials, such as German ‚da„, Dutch 

‚er„, Engl. ‚there„ (1a), Scandinavian ‚der„ or a personal pronoun 3.P.sg.n., such as French ‚il„, 

or Scandinavian ‚det„ (1b,c) – is obligatorily present if there is no subject argument available 

for the structural position reserved for the subject. German is representative of OV. Although 

German has a structural expletive, used for the clause-initial position (1d), it does not allow a 

structural subject expletive (1e,f) 

Typical constructions:  

i. Expletive in the subject position in the absence of a subject argument. Example: passive of in-

transitive verbs, viz. with a subject argument only (1a,b);  

ii. Expletive in the subject position and the subject argument in a non-canonical position. Exam-

ple: English there-construction (1c), with the subject argument in a post-verbal position. 

(1) a. Ofte vart det telefonert        (Norweg.) 

     often was EXPL telephoned 

 b. Ofte telefoneres det 

          oft telephonesPass EXPL 

 c. that there have arrived two typologists  from N.Y. 

 d. Es hat da jemand an der Tür geklopft  

 e. Gerade hat (*es) da jemand an der Tür geklopft 

 f. Damals wurde (*es) viel telefoniert 

Differential diagnosis 

If there is no overt subject – expletive or not – it may be absent for one of the following rea-

sons; see II. 

I. Subject expletives must not be equivocated with the following cases 

a. Semantically void subject argument. In German, and in other languages, too, there is a class of 

verbs with semantically void subjects. Typically, weather verbs belong to this class: 

(2) a. Il neige 

     it snows 

b. Kürzlich schneite es 

    recently snowed it 

In these cases, the subject pronoun is not an expletive. It is the semantically void argument 

that is selected by the respective verbs. For other verbs, void subjects are an optional variant 

in (3a,b) or (3c,d) 

 (2) a. Hier raucht der Schornstein 

     here smokes the chimney 
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 b. Hier raucht es 

     here smokes it  („here it is smoky‟) 

 c. Dann hat der Sturm den Schornstein vom Dach geblasen 

     then has the storm the chimney off the roof blown  

 d. Dann hat es den Schornstein vom Dach geblasen 

     then has it the chimney off-the roof blown 

     („then the chimney was blown off the roof‟) 

 

b.  Pronominal subject specified by an extraposed clause (4a). The pronoun represents 

the subject argument. The extraposed clause – when there is one – is predicated over 

the pronoun and thereby specifies its referential content. This relation is not clause-

bound; cf. (4b) in comparison with (4a). 

(4) a. Hat es
i
 jemanden gestört, (dass er früher weggegangen ist

i
)? 

    has it someone bothered (that he earlier left has)? 

 b. Er ist früher weggegangen
i
. Hat es

i
 jemanden gestört? 

     „He has left earlier. Has it bothered someone?‟ 

 c. Constructional subject: The particular construction produces or requires a semantical-

ly void subject argument. Example: Middle construction of intransitive verbs (5a,b). In 

special cases, the impersonal middle construction is found also with transitive verbs 

that keep their accusative object (5c). The more frequent variant is (5d), with the accu-

sative-to-nominative change. 

(5) a. Hier lebt es sich ganz angenehm 

     here lives it REFL very comfortably („One lives very comfortably here‟) 

 b. Hier lässt es sich ganz angenehm urlauben 

     here lets it REFL very comfortably holiday-make 

     „He it is possible to comfortably make holidays‟ 

 c. Da lässt *(es) sich den SommerAcc gut verbringen/verlängern 

    here lets *(it) REFL the summer very comfortably consume/prolongate 

   „here it is possible to comfortably consume/prolongate the summer‟  

d. Da lässt (*es) sich der SommerNom gut verbringen/verlängern     

    here lets (*it) REFL the summer very comfortably consume/prolongate 

   „here it is possible to comfortably consume/prolongate the summer‟  

II. Null-subjects instead of expletive subjects 

d. Null-subject languages do not employ subject expletives: In ‚pro-drop„ languages,  

unstressed (cliticized)) pronominal subjects remain phonetically void. Example: Ro-

mance pro-drop, as in Italian, Portuguese, Spanish.  

e. Topic-drop languages do not employ subject expletives: Analogous to pronominal 

subjects in pro-drop languages, pronominal topics are phonetically null in ‚topic-

prominent„ languages.  
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 The essential difference between pro-drop and topic-drop is this: Pro-drop applies to 

subjects only; topic-drop applies to any topic, that is, it applies to objects, too. 

f. Topic-drop in languages that are not topic-prominent languages: e.g. German, in the 

clause-initial position of declaratives. 

(6) a. Wo ist Max? (Der) hat gerade das Haus verlassen 

      where is Max? (he)demonstr. has just the house left 

 b. Wo ist der Schlüssel? (Den) habe ich in den Schlüsselkasten zurückgelegt 

      where is the key? (it)demonstr. have I into the key-box back-put  

g. ‚Diary-style‘ variety: Diary entries are often subclausal expressions, consisting of VPs 

only, without mentioning the known subject, which is the author of the diary. 

(7) a. (Ich habe) Heute den Blutdruck nicht gemessen 

     (I have) today the blood-pressure not measured 

 b. Den Hund nicht gefüttert, die Blumen nicht gegossen, das Büro gemieden 

     the dog not fed, the flowers not watered, the office avoided 

Data to be checked in order to identify the SOV-triggered absence of subject expletive (that 

is, absence of an epletive in the absence of an obligatory structural subject position). 

The prime evidence is (a.) 

 a. Passive of intransitive verbs 

 SVO: mandatory subject expletive
7
 (except for the cases mentioned in section II.).  

 SOV: no subject expletive 

b. Pronominal subjects correlated with an extraposed clause 

 SVO: obligatory. SOV: optional.   

c.  Other subjectless (aka impersonal) constructions 

 SVO: Expletive subject is obligatory, otherwise the construction is ungrammatical. 

 SOV: existent und ohne Expletiv (z.B. (7)) 

(7) a. Mich friert 

     meAcc freezes (‚I am cold„) 

b. Mir graut davor.  

     me dreads it-at (‚I dread it„) 

Criterion #2: Edge-Effect for adjuncts of head-initial phrases, but not of head-final ones 

Claim: An edge-effect holds for adjuncts preceding head-initial phrases. For adjunction to 

head-final phrases, it is absent. In other words, if there is an edge-effect, the phrase is a head-

initial phrase; if there is no edge-effect, the phrase is not strictly head-initial, even if it the 

order in the given specimen is head-initial (see Type-3 languages, below). 

                                                 
7
 In English, for instance, the passive is ungrammatical for intransitive verbs. The Scandinavian SVO languages 

employ an expletive. In English, a suitable expletive is not available. „There’ would need an agreement partner 

(e.g. There
i
 were missing several references

i
), and „it‟ is not admissible. 
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The phenomenon: Modifier phrases that precede the phrase they are modifying (e.g. adver-

bial phrases as modifiers of verbal or adjectival phrases as modifiers of nominal phrases), are 

subject to the following constraint, if the phrase they are modifying is a head-initial phrase:  

If a modifying phrase precedes the modified phrase, the head of the modifying phrase (adver-

bially or attributively) must be adjacent to the modified phrase, if this phrase is head-initial. If 

the modified phrase is head-final, the constraint is absent. 

Examples 

(1) a. She had [much more carefully (*than others (thought)) [analyzed the problems]]VP  

 b. Sie hat [viel sorgfältiger (als andere (dachten))] die Probleme analysiert  

 c. eine [[viel sorgfältigere (*als andere (dachten))] [Analyse der Probleme]]NP 

 d. a much more (*than I thought) careful analysis 

 e. der viel lauter als ich (glaubte) krächzende Papagei 

 f. the much more often (*than I (thought)) noisy parrot 

In English, VP, AP and NP are head-initial (1a,d,f). In all cases, the edge effect holds. In 

German, VP und AP are head-final, but the NP is head-initial. As expected, the effect shows 

only with NPs (1c).  

Differential diagnosis and interfering factors 

1. There are languages that do not show an edge-effect in contexts in which it might be erro-

neously be expected to appear, namely with preceding modifier phrases of head-initial 

phrases in T3 languages. An example are Slavic languages. For details please consult 

Haider & Szucsich (in press).  

(2) a.  V prošlom godu [VP [AdvP gorazdo bol’še (čem Igor‟)] 

   [VP vyigrala tol‟ko Maša]]     [Ru] 

   in last year much more (than Igor) won only Maša 

 b.  Prošle godine je [VP [AdvP mnogo više (od Želimira)]  

   [VP radila samo Branka]]    [BKS] 

   last year has  much more (than Želimir) worked only Branka  

 c.  W zeszłym roku [VP [AdvP dużo więcej (niż Jarek)] 

 [VP pracowała tylko Katarzyna]]  [Po] 

    in last year much more (than Jarek) worked only Katarzyna  

The grammatical reason for the absence of the edge-effect is the defining property of the T3 

setting, namely the ambidirectionality of heads. In the VP in (2), the verbal head is the initial 

element, but this is only one of several options. The verbal head admits complements that 

follow as well as complements that precede. In technical terms, its directionality domain in-

cludes elements that follow as well as elements that precede. The edge effect appears only 

with phrases whose unique directionality domain is the domain following the head. In spite of 

the serialization in (2), which appears to be like English, the directionality domain of the 

verbs in (2) includes the preceding modifiers that are adjoined to the VP, too. In English and 

other languages with a strictly head-initial VP, a pre-VP modifier adjoined to the VP is not 

within the directionality domain of the verbal head, whence the edge effect. 
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In ‘type three„ languages (s. section #0 and Haider 2012), the head-initial order is but a fre-

quent one out of several orders, namely head-initial, head-medial and head-final. In other 

words, in these languages the position of the head is not fixed. The head is ambidirectional. Its 

complements may precede or follow. In Slavic languages, this is true for VP, NP and AP, 

except for the subset of Slavic languages with an article system. For this subset of Slavic lan-

guages, the NPs are head-initial and the edge effect is at work (see Haider & Szucsich (in 

press) for details). 

2. The choice of suitable stimuli for testing the absence of the edge effect should honor the 

fact that lengthy extraposable expressions left in a non-extraposed position may reduce ac-

ceptability. For (3c), for instance, a variant with the comparative clause in the clause-final 

position is likely to be preferred since this order is easier to process. Nevertheless, both orders 

are grammatically well-formed. 

(3) a. Er hat [viel öfter als nötig (war)] dagegen protestiert 

     he has much more-often than necessary (was) against-it protested 

 b. Er hat [viel öfter] dagegen protestiert als nötig (war) 

 c. Er hat die Proben viel genauer als man von ihm erwartet hatte überprüft 

     he has the samples much more-carefully than one of him expected had checked 

Relevant data 

The edge effect can be checked in languages that allow left-side adjunction to either head-

initial or head-final phrases. It will show with left-side adjuncts of head-initial phrases but not 

with adjuncts of head-final ones. In strict SOV languages, the edge-effect cannot show for a 

trivial reason, namely the reason that any phrase is head-final in these languages. Hence, the 

head of a left-sided adjunct phrase is always adjacent to the host phrase.  

The predicted absence of the edge effect with head-final phrases can be shown with SOV lan-

guages that allow for postposing subconstituents of a phrase. German and Dutch, for instance 

permit postposing PPs within APs or VPs. Moreover, both languages are head-final for the 

VP and the AP, but head-initial for the NP. Therefore, the edge effect shows with left-side 

adjuncts of NPs (1c) but not for left-side adjuncts of VPs (1b) or APs (1e). In strictly head-

initial languages, the edge effect is easy to sample since it holds for any kind of left-side ad-

junction. 

In T3 languages, on the other hand, a left-side adjunct may immediately precede the phrase-

initial head-of the host phrase without triggering an edge effect (Haider & Szucsich, in press) 

(4) a. V prošlom godu [[gorazdo bol‟še čem Igor] vyigrala tol‟ko Maša]  Russian 

  in previous year [much more than Igor] won only Mary 

  „Last year, only Mary has much more won than Igor.‟ 

 b. [vernyj svoej žene] muž       Russian 

  faithful his wifeDAT man 

  „a man faithful to his wife‟ 

Russian is representative for other Slavic languages here. Neither adverbial nor adnominal 

adjuncts show an edge effect. The property that T3 languages share with OV language is the 

„progressive‟ directionality of the phrasal head. In OV, as the only option, and in T3, as one 
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available option, the directionality domain of the head includes all preceding position in the 

phrase, including the adjoined positions. Hence in OV as in T3 left-side adjuncts are within 

the directionality domain of the head. In VO, they are not, whence the edge effect. 

3. Collateral outcomes of the edge effect 

a. If a language with head-initial NPs and head-initial APs allows attributes in pre- as well as 

postnominal positions, as in Romance languages for instance, complex APs, that is, APs with 

complements of A°, are postnominal only, or the complement is removed. The reason is obvi-

ous. In the pre-nominal position, they would induce an edge effect. 

(5)  a. une [plus jolie (*que moi)] fille      French 

     a more beautiful girl 

 b. une fille [plus jolie que moi] 

b. If in a given language the AP and the NP is head-initial and the attributive AP only pre-

cedes the NP, the attributive NPs do not contain complements. Here are examples from Eng-

lish. A complex AP such as (6a) cannot be attributed to an NP (6b), because of the edge ef-

fect. It can be put in an apposition position (6c), which is not a position for attributes in gen-

eral (6d). 

(6)  a. [proud of his children]AP 

b. every [proud (*of his children)] father 

c. every father, proud of his children  

d. every father proud 

In the typological literature, information on the headedness of APs is usually hard to locate. If 

adjectives are discussed in connection with the relative order adjective-noun or noun adjective 

they are not regarded as phrases themselves. However, this would be important in order to 

appreciate the interplay of the edge-effect with the headedness of APs as adjuncts to head-

initial or head-final NPs. 

Criterion #3: Relative order of auxiliary verbs with respect to the main verb  

The claim: In SVO languages, the relative order of the verbs (lexical verb, auxiliaries, quasi-

auxiliaries such as modals, causative verbs, etc.) in a simple clause is invariant. The morpho-

syntactically dependent verb follows the verb it depends on. In SOV-languages, the morpho-

syntactically dependent verb follows the verb it depends on. Ceteris paribus, the order patterns 

are mirrored. 

The ceteris paribus hedging is necessary because in a subclass of OV languages, viz. OV lan-

guages that front finite verbs, there is variation in the sequence of clause-final verbs. 

The phenomenon 

In SVO languages, the relative order of verbs (main verb, auxiliaries, modals, etc.) in the 

same simple clause is uniform. Auxiliaries precede. In other words, the morpho-syntactically 

dependent verb follows the verb it is dependent on (1a). Analogously, in OV languages with 

„immobile‟ verbs, the morpho-syntactically dependent verb precedes. One order is the mirror 

image of the other. 
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(1) a. that they should have waited 

 b. dass sie gewartet haben sollten  

     hat they waited have should  

The serialization property harmonizes with the directional property of the relation between 

heads and dependants. If the verbal head is a phrase-final head this is a reflex of a directional 

property. The dependent elements are place into the directionality domain of the head they 

depend on. Hence the object precedes the verb and so does the dependent verb relative to the 

verb it morpho-syntactically depends on. The participle form of „gewartet’ (waited) is en-

forced by the auxiliary, and the auxiliary follows in German as a language with head-final 

VPs. In English, the auxiliary precedes. The dependent verb follows the auxiliary it is mor-

pho-syntactically dependent on, just like the object follows the verb it depends on. 

(2) a. VO:  Aux1   Aux2  V° … 

 b. OV:  … V°  Aux2  Aux1 

 c. gewartet participle  hat 

 d. has participle waited 

Bech (1955) was the first to emphasize the parallel between case government, that holds be-

tween verbs and objects, and what he calls „status‟ government, that holds between an auxilia-

ry and its morpho-syntactically dependent verb in the form of an aspectual, infinitival or aug-

mented infinitival form. Just like case government involves directionality, status government 

does so, too. Hence, OV languages are VAux languages, while VO languages are 

AuxV(P) languages. The main verb is a case governor for the object while Aux is a status 

governor for the main verb. The directionality of „government‟ (viz. for the dependency rela-

tion between a verbal head and a depending element) is identical. This is the answer to a puz-

zle of Dryer‟s (2009: 204), who frankly admits. “The primary conclusion is that there is no 

obvious explanation for why auxiliary verbs tend to precede the main verb in VO languages 

but follow in OV languages.”  

In OV languages with ‚mobile„ verbs, such as the Germanic OV languages in contrast to East 

Asian OV languages, there is variation. In addition to the canonical order (2a), there are addi-

tionally available orders (2b,c,d). All the continental West-Germanic languages (Dutch, Fri-

sian, German and Yiddish) and its exported descendant (Afrikaans) document this variability. 

(2) a. … V° - Aux1  Aux2  

 b. … V° - Aux2 - Aux1  

c. … Aux2 - V° - Aux1 

d. … Aux2 - Aux1 - V° 

Here are examples from German and Dutch 

(3) a. dass er nichts gesehen haben wird  

   that he nothing seen have will   

 b. dass er nichts gesehen wird haben  

 c. dass er nichts wird gesehen haben  

 d.*dass er nichts wird haben gesehen (only in regional varieties, e.g Swiss-German dialects ok) 
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 (4) a.*dat hij niets gezien hebben kan           Dutch (ANS (1984:1069)) 

  that he nothing seen have can 

 b. dat hij niets gezien kan hebben 

 c. dat hij niets kan gezien hebben 

 d. dat hij niets kan hebben gezien      

In these Germanic languages there are contexts in which a deviation from the canonical order 

is enforced, as for instance in the case of the so-called „Ersatz-infinitive‟ or IPP (= infinitivus 

pro participio) constructions: Modals (or other quasi auxilaries) evade the participial form that 

would be inflicted on them by the following auxiliary. The auxiliary is fronted and the modal 

appears in the infinitival instead of the participial form. 

 (5) a. *dass er es nicht anfassen gesollt hätte 

       that he it not touch shouldPart. hadfin. 

 b.   dass er es nicht anfassen hätte sollenInf.  

 c.   dass er es nicht hätte anfassen sollen  

Evidently, the variation is fed by the avoidance of the participial form for modals, but it is 

used also in other combinations of verbs and auxiliaries, as exemplified by (3). 

Differential diagnosis 

1. Apparent variation in SVO:  

The variation may show in languages that are classified as SVO. A case in point is the Slavic 

languages. Since they are T3 languages, their exceptional SVO property is due to misclassifi-

cation.  

2. Variations with a different source: The verb order variation must be checked in clause-

internal positions and must not involve the left periphery since this is an area targeted by 

fronting the finite verb as for instance in V2 or V1 constructions. 

(6) a. dass gestreikt wurde 

  that striked was 

 b. Wurde gestreikt, wurde kein Lohn bezahlt 

     was striked, was no wage paid („if there was a strike, there were paid no wages‟) 

 c.*dass wurde gestreikt  

 d. Streiken würde er nicht 

     strike would he not (‚He would not go on strike„) 

In (6b), the finite Verb is in the position reserved for finite verbs in V2 languages. (6c) shows 

that the variation is absent in clause-internal regions. In (6d), the verb in clause-initial position 

is in a displaced position. It is the initial position of a V2-declarative clause, which is open for 

any constituent that can be displaced. 

Relevant data 

In order to decisively assess the expected verb order patterns, namely (i) and (ii), it is crucial 

to take into consideration that there may be order variation in OV (as well as in T3).  
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i. SOV: the morpho-syntactically dependent verb precedes (i.e. V-Aux) 

ii. SVO: the morpho-syntactically dependent verb follows (i.e. (Aux-V) 

In order to assess variation patterns, the patterns to be checked are found in clauses that com-

prise at least two auxiliaries or quasi-auxiliaries in addition to the lexical verb and do not em-

bed another clausal constituent. 

Criterion #4: Head-final phrases are not compact; head-initial ones are. 

A phrase is compact if it does not tolerate intervening elements in between the verb and its 

nominal direct object or in between two nominal objects. For head-final phrases, there is no 

such restriction. 

Claim: Head-final phrases of any kind (i.e. VP, AP. AP) are not compact, head-initial ones 

are. The prediction follows from the theoretical background described in Haider (2010, chap-

ter 1)  

Background: In strict SVO languages, the sequence consisting of the verb (in its canonical 

position) and nominal objects (e.g. indirect object plus direct objects) does not tolerate inter-

vening elements, for instance adverbials, at the positions marked with the asterisks “*” in 

(1b,c). Adverbials are licit only ate the beginning or ate the end of the sequence, marked by   

(1) a. He counted devotedly/voluntarily – He devotedly/voluntarily counted 

 b. He  counted * the coins  

 c. He  showed * the guests * his stamp collection  

In head-final phrases – in German, for instance, these are VPs and APs – interveners are 

common. 

(2) a. Jeder hätte seinen Denkfehler unschwer entdeckt 

 b. Jeder hätte [einer Besucherin stets seine Markensammlung freiwillig gezeigt]VP 

 c. der [dem Vortragenden offensichtlich unangenehme]AP Einwand in der Diskussion  

Remarks: The compactness property may be masked by intervening factors that affect the 

verb or the object. If the verb is not in its canonical position but in an advanced one, an adverb 

may intervene: 

(3) João xinaV° ben se lison (Cap verde Creole; Baptista 2002). 

 João learned well his lesson 

Like in all Romance languages, the finite verb is placed in a position preceding the VP. Hence 

the structure of (3) is as indicated in (4). 

(4)  João xinaV°i ben [VP ei se lison] 

This difference in positioning of the finite verb is very perspicuous with respect to negation, 

as for instance in French. The negation particle is „pas’; „ne’ is a clitic. 

(5)  a. de ne pas manger quelque chose   (257.000 hits in Google) 

 b.*de ne manger pas quelque chose   (zero hit in Google) 

 c.*On ne pas mange quelque chose   (zero hit in Google) 

 d. On ne mange pas quelque chose   (936.000 hits in Google) 
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The position of the finite verb is not the canonical position of the verb. It precedes the VP and 

it thereby precedes other elements that precede the VP, like the negation particle. 

(6) On ne mangei [pas [VP ei quelque chose]] 

Another masking factor is displacement to the right, a typical property of PPs. 

(7) a. He has awaited (*for hours) the rescue team 

 b. He has waited (for hours) for the rescue team. 

Caveat: In all those languages in which an indirect object is identified by a particle (see Eng-

lish „to‟ or Romance „a‟) rather than a specific case form, compactness cannot be reliably 

tested because of the intervening PP-syntax options (of „extraposition‟). 

It may help to check for causative verbs in these languages. Here, compactness is predicted to 

hold between the governing causative verb and the dependent clausal constituent if its subject 

receives object case from the governing verb (aka AcI-constructions). 

(8) a.  Il a fait *(souvent) sa mère ecrire des lettres 

 b.  On ne va quand même pas laisser [*] quelqu'un dire la vérité à la TV 

 c.  Man lässti [die Schuldigen häufig laufen ei] 

In VO, the sequence is compact, in OV it is not (8c).  

Compactness is also the key for the so-called word order freedom of arguments. Languages 

with compact phrases (VP, NP, or AP) do not permit changing the relative order of argu-

mental nominal phrases, as will be discussed in the following section. 

Criterion #5: Variable order of clause-internal argument phrases in OV (‘Scrambling’) 

Claim: In head-final phrases with more than a single nominal argument, the relative order of 

arguments is variable; in head-initial phrases it is not. The domain of variable order is the do-

main preceding the head in head-final phrases. This kind of word order variation is also 

known as „scrambling‟. Scrambling is absent in head-initial phrases. Scrambling does not 

cross the head of the phrase, neither to the right (in OV), nor to the left (in VO).
8
 

i. head-final:  {[Ax Ay head],   [Ay Ax head]} scrambling in head-final phrases 

i. head-initial:  {[head Ay Ax], *[head Ax Ay]} no scrambling in head-initial phrases 

  Ax, Ay: morphologically distinctively marked or cross-referenced nominal phrases 

Differential diagnosis and interfering factors 

In head-initial phrases, word order variation may occur, too, but in narrowly definable con-

texts only. One case is „heavy-NP-shift‟. This phenomenon is found in VO (1a) as well as in 

OV (1b): Lengthy phrases are placed at the clause final position.  

(1) a. He wants to show to them [something *(he hadn't done before and hasn't done since)] 

 b. Auf Gleis Neun fährt ein [der ICE *(von … nach … mit Planankunft …)] 

  on track nine moves in [the ICE (from … to … with arrival-time …)]Nom. 

                                                 
8
 The precise characterization is this: Scrambling does not leave the directionality domain of the head. In T3 

languages, scrambling may cross the position of the head, if it is an ambidirectional head. In OV and VO, heads 

are unidirectional, hence crossing the head is tantamount to leaving its directionality domain. 
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Another case is extraposition. Typically, clauses and PPs may be shifted into phrase-final 

positions. In languages that employ particles for marking argument relations, these particles 

combine with noun phrases and form PPs. Since PPs may be extraposed, this kind of reorder-

ing may produce word order variations that resemble scrambling. 

This confounding facture becomes relevant when head-initial phrases are checked for scram-

bling phenomena. What might appear as counterevidence for the claim above, viz. no order 

variation in head-initial phrases, may be variation produced by extraposition. In head-final 

phrases, extraposition is easy to identify since it crosses the phrase-final head. Since there is 

no „visible‟ right-hand boundary of head-initial phrases, extraposition effects are less easily 

identifiable. 

Eventually, scrambling is blocked if the phrases in the pool of scrambling candidates are mor-

pho-syntactically indistinct. In other words, if the argument phrases are not marked by case or 

by means of particles or by agreement (viz. morphological cross-referencing of arguments), 

they are not scrambled. This distinguishes Dutch from German: 

(2) a. Toen heeft men de moeder het kind teruggegeven Dutch 

     then has one the motherInd.obj. the childDir.obj. back-givem 

 b.*Toen heeft men het kindi de moeder ei teruggegeven 

 c.  Damals has man der MutterDat das KindAkk zurückgegeben German 

 d.  Damals has man das KindAkk-i der MutterDat ei zurückgegeben 

 e. Toen hebben de autoriteiten het kind aan de moeder teruggegeven Dutch 

     then have the authorities the child to the mother back-given 

 f. Toen hebben de autoriteiten aan de moederi het kind ei teruggegeven 

The morphologically indistinct objects in a double object construction must not be scrambled 

in Dutch (2b). If one object is distinctively marked such as the prepositional object in (2e), it 

may be scrambled (2f); see Geerts et al. (1984: 989f.). Note that in VO languages, arguments 

are not scrambled, irrespective of their clear morphological identifications (cf. Icelandic; cf. 

English with respect to prepositional objects). 

Background: compactness (criterion 4) is correlated with scrambling.  

Compactness of phrases, that is, the ban against interveners between a head and its comple-

ments, correlates with a fixed word order of arguments. Reordering would produce interven-

ers. Here is an example from German. VPs are head final in German whereas NPs are head 

initial. VPs are not compact and allow reordering of arguments (3). NPs are compact and do 

not allow reordering (4). 

(3)  a. etwas selten beobachten  –   selten etwas beobachten 

  something rarely observe 

 b.  indirekten Objekten direkte Objekte vorausschicken  

    indirect objectsDat direct objectsAcc prepend 

 c.  direkte Objekte indirekten Objekten vorausschicken 

German NPs pattern like English NPs, since both are head-initial. An intervening adverbial 

(4b) is ungrammatical, and a preposition object would become an intervener if it is placed in 
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between the head and its direct object (5b). German provides a minimal pair context for 

VP/NP comparison since by category conversion, any infinitival verb can be used as a noun.  

(4) a.  das [Beobachten der Vögel/von Vögeln im Winter]NP 

    the observeInf. the birdsGen./of birds in-the winter 

    „the observing of birds in winter‟ 

 b.*das Beobachten im Winter der Vögel/von Vögeln 

 c. [Vögel im Winter beobachten]VP – [im Winter Vögel beobachten]VP 

   birds in-the winter watch – in-the Winter birds watch 

 (5) a. das Forewarden von Mails/der Mails an Freunde 

   the forewardinf. of mails/the mailsGen. to friends 

   „ the forewarding of mails to friends‟ 

 b.*das Forewarden an Freunde von Mails/der Mails 

 c.  the forewarding of mails to friends 

 d.*the forewarding to friends of mails 

In head-final phrases, reordering by fronting does not produce interveners since the reordered 

phrase ends up in a position more distant to the head (6a), but still within the directionality 

domain. In head-initial phrases, like a German VP or an English VP, changing the order of the 

arguments would amount to producing an intervener (6b). 

(6) a. [YPi [XP [ei V°]]] 

 b. [V° YPi XP ei] 

Even this small data sample shows clearly that the so-called „word order freedom‟ is not a 

holistic property of a language but a property of a well-identifiable class of phrases, namely 

head-final phrases. In German, a language with differentiated head-positioning, head-final 

phrases show word order variation; head-initial phrases behave just like head-initial phrases in 

English or other languages with head-initial phrases. 

Criterion #6: Compactness of the sequence of (auxiliary) verbs in SOV   

„Compactness‟ is a property of the sequences of verbs in a simple clause, viz. a clause without 

embedded clausal constituents. It applies to the „main‟ verb in combination with auxiliary 

(e.g. tense formation auxiliaries) and quasi-auxiliary verbs (e.g. causative verbs, like let or 

make). Unlike in VO (1), the sequence in OV (2) does not tolerate intervening elements. The 

sequence is generally compact in OV, but not in VO. 

(1) The new theory certainly [may possibly have indeed been badly formulated]  

Quirk et als. (1986: § 8.20, p. 495)  

(2) *dass die neue Theorie schlecht [formuliert tatsächlich worden vielleicht sein sicher mag] 

The deviance of (2) holds in general, even for elements that are typically found in postverbal 

positions, namely extraposed PPs. In (3a,c), a VP is fronted and with an extraposed PP at its 

right edge. The corresponding sentences with the VP in a clause-final position are ungram-

matical, if the PP is an intervener (3b,d). The only grammatical version is (3e), with the PP in 

the clause-final position. 
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(3)  a.   [VP Gesprochen [PP mit ihr]]j kanni er nicht ej haben ei 

   [spoken [with her]] can he not have 

 b. * dass er nicht [gesprochen [mit ihr]] haben kann 

   that he not [spoken [with her]] have can 

 c.   [Gesprochen haben mit ihr] kann er nicht 

   [spoken have with her] can he not  

 d. * dass er nicht [gesprochen haben mit ihr] kann 

 that he not [spoken have with her] can  

 e.   dass er nicht gesprochen haben kann [mit ihr] 

It is easy to replicate the patterns in (3) with an adverbial by replacing the prepositional object 

mit ihr („with her‟) by an adverbial PP such as mit leiser Stimme („with low voice‟).  

Generalizations 

i. In an OV-clause (without clausal embedding), any intervener in the position of „*‟ in the canon-

ical clause-final sequence […. V3 * V2 * V1], is ill-formed. 

ii. In an OV-clause (without clausal embedding), if the final sequence of verbs allows an interven-

er, the verbs are not canonically ordered (4). 

iii. In an SVO-clause (without clausal embedding), in the canonical order of verbs (which is the on-

ly order and the inverse of the OV canonical order; see criterion 3), the verbs may be separated 

by intervening elements (typically adverbials).
9
 

(4) a. dass er nicht ins Wasser springen3 wollen1 wird1    (canonical) 

     that he not into-the water jump3 want2 will1 

 b. dass er nicht wird1 ins Wasser springen3 wollen2   (non-canonical) 

Remarks 

Non-canonical orders are expected only in languages in which there are alternative positions 

for a verb, depending on its finiteness status. In East-Asian languages like Japanese or Kore-

an, for instance, the verbs only occur in the canonical order and this order is always compact. 

In Germanic OV languages, there is always an alternative position for a finite verb (V2-

property), and there is variation in the canonical order. German allows interveners in the non-

canonical order. In Dutch, the non-canonical orders are restricted to the verbal cluster, which 

excludes interveners (Haider, 2010, chapter seven). 

Criterion #7: Interrogative subjects left behind – Restrictions in SVO but not in SOV 

Claim: In SVO languages, in interrogative constructions with more than a single interrogative 

phrase, the subject must be clause-initial. Interrogative subjects that follow another fronted 

interrogative phrase are deviant. In SOV, this restriction does not occur. 

Prerequisite: Interrogative clauses, with more than one interrogative phrase and a non-

fronted interrogative subject (aka „Superiority‟ restriction in VO). The given language (SVO 

                                                 
9
 In Norwegian, a Germanic SVO language, interveners are not admitted, according to Øystein Nilsen ( 2003).  

The difference between OV and VO is this: In OV it is generally excluded. In VO, it is typically not excluded. 
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or SOV) must be a language that fronts an interrogative to the clause-initial position in ques-

tion formation. 

Background: In VO languages with obligatory fronting of interrogatives and more than one 

interrogative phrase, the interrogative subject must not stay behind: 

(1) a. It is unclear [whom it/*what shocked] 

 b. It is unclear [when he/*who left the party] 

 c. I do not know [who could be happy that she/*who won the prize] 

In Haider (2010 chapter 3) this is correlated with the fact that in SVO, a subject is an argu-

ment of the verb but placed outside the VP, on the non-canonical side of verbal arguments, 

that is preverbally instead of postverbally. This position is not an argument position of the 

verb. 

In OV, the subject and the objects all are contained in the VP and they all precede the phrase-

final verb. Hence, the subject and the object keep their canonical argument positions. 

Prediction: In OV, both orders occur, that is, the subject is fronted and the other interroga-

tive(s) are left behind (as in English), or the subject may be left behind, with another interrog-

ative being fronted to the clause-initial position. 

(2) a. Es ist unklar, [wen was schockiert hat]  (= 1a)  

 b. Es ist unklar, [wann wer die Party verlassen hat] (= 1b) 

 c. Ich weiß nicht [wer sich freuen sollte, dass wer den Preis gewonnen hat (=1c) 

Remarks 

It is important that the interrogative subject is a bare interrogative, not an interrogative phrase, 

as in (3): 

(3) a. Who said that [which participant] won the prize? 

 b. What did [whose tutor] criticize? 

In (3), the interrogative pronoun is not the subject; it is part of the subject. The effect is found 

only with an interrogative as the subject in the canonical position of the subject, with another 

interrogative preceding. 

T3 languages, which are typically misfiled as VO languages, pattern like VO languages. The 

effect is predicted only for SVO languages. 

Criterion #8: VP fronting: VP subconstituents in SOV or whole VP only in SVO. 

Claim: If the language allows fronting phrases to the clause initial positions, SVO languages 

front only full VPs while in OV languages, subtrees of a VP may be fronted.  

Prerequisite: The language must allow the fronting of constituents to the clause-initial posi-

tion. 

Background: In VO languages (1), VPs may be fronted only as a whole. It is not possible to 

leave arguments of the verb behind. In OV languages, on the other hand, the fronted portion 

may be a sub-constituent of the VP, with arguments of the verb left behind (2). 
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(1) a.  … and [read the book]VP he did 

 b.*… and [read]V‟ he did the book 

 c.*… and [report it to the police]VP he did 

 d.* … and [report it]]V‟ he did to the police 

 e. [Spille golf] vil jeg aldri (gjøre)     (Norwegian) 

    „Play-INF golf I will never (do)‟ 

f.*[Spille] vil jeg aldri golf 

(2) a. [Lesen] wird er das Buch nicht     (German) 

 b. [Ein Buch lesen] wird er nicht 

 c. [Melden] wird er den Vorfall nicht an die Polizei 

 d. [An die Polizei melden] wird er den Vorfall nicht  

 e. [Den Vorfall an die Polizei melden] wird er nicht 

 f. [In de doofpot stoppen] wil men deze kwestie niet   (Dutch) 

    (=‚unter den Teppich kehren„) 

Prediction: In OV languages with VP fronting, the fronted portion may be a sub-constituent 

of the full VP, with arguments of the verb left behind (2c-e). In VO languages, VP-fronting 

never leaves arguments of the verb behind.  

Remarks 

1. VP fronting should be distinguished form left dislocation (3). In the latter case, there occurs 

a resumptive pronoun relating the fronted item to the clause: 

(3) [Eine vernünftige Frage stellen]
i
 das

i
 wird er wohl nie können 

Even in left dislocation constructions, VP subconstituents may be left-dislocated, with some 

additional restrictions though. The patterns (4a-c) are fully parallel to (2c-e). 

(4) a. [Wirklich beeindrucken] das konnte er sie damit ja nie 

 b. [Sie wirklich beeindrucken] das konnte er damit ja nie  

 c. [Sie damit wirklich beeindrucken]das konnte er ja nie 

2. T3-languages, which are customarily misfiled as SVO, behave like OV languages in this 

respect. 

Criterion #9: Grammatical filler-gap dependencies terminating in preverbal phrases or 

clauses – ungrammatical in VO, grammatical in OV. 

Prerequisite: The language must allow the displacement of constituents, for instance in the 

course of question formation or in the course of fronting phrases for information structure 

purposes. 

Prediction: In OV, the canonical argument positions are all preverbal. Hence any phrase in 

these positions is „transparent‟ for dependency relations leading into this phrase. For German, 

this has been confirmed by Haider (2010, chapter 2.5, and literature cited there). 

Background: In VO languages (1), a displaced phrase may have its canonical position within 

a postverbal phrase (1a,d) but no within a preverbal one (1b,c). This reflects the fact that the 
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postverbal positions in VO are the canonical argument positions whereas preverbal positions 

are not (see also criterion 1, on subject expletives in SVO). 

(1) a. Whati would they avoid [discussing ei] 

 b.*Whati was [discussing ei] avoided by them 

 c.*Whati do they think that [to have attracted ei] would be a proof of excellence .  

 d. Whati do they think that they are likely [to have attracted ei].  

In (2a-c), a displaced interrogative object is related to its canonical position in an infinitival 

object clause. In (2a), the clause is in its canonical object position, while in (2b) it is in a 

fronted position, but still within the VP.
10

 (2c) shows that the path from the displaced element 

to its canonical position may lead into a subject clause. In English, any preverbal phrase is 

blocked, and so this applies to subjects as well (2d).  

(2) a. Weni haben sie denn [ei damit zu beeindrucken]Obj. schon mehrmals versucht 

 b. Weni hat denn [ei damit zu beeindrucken]Obj. jeder von ihnen schon mehrmals versucht 

 c. Mit wemi hätte denn [ei speisen zu dürfen]Subj. dich besonders gefreut?  

     with whom had (it) PRT [dine to be-allowed] you-ACC especially pleased 

 d.*Who(m)i would [to have dinner with ei] please you ?  

Remarks 

In order to apply this criterion adequately, at least the following caveats have to be honored. 

First, the dependency relation in question must be a filler-gap-relation and this must be ascer-

tained. This is easy for interrogative constructions with obligatory fronting. 

Second, there may be intervening factors that affect the transparency of phrases. The structur-

al position is but a necessary, and not a sufficient condition. If there are transparent DPs, for 

instance, the Definite version (3b) may be intransparent while the indefinite version is trans-

parent (3a). This has become known as the (still ill-understood) „definiteness effect‟. 

(3) a. Whoi did she describe [a portrait of ei ]   

 b. Whoi did she describe [the/his portrait of ei] 

The transparency of clauses is affected by the so-called (and still ill-understood) „bridge-verb 

property‟. Typically, sentential objects of verba dicendi, putandi, etc. are transparent (4a), 

while complements of factive verbs are not (4b): 

(4) a. Weni hat sie angenommen/behauptet/geglaubt [damit ei beleidigt zu haben] 

 b.*/??Wen hat sie bewiesen/eingesehen/übersehen [damit ei beleidigt zu haben] 

The bridge-verb property is a semantic property that is connected with the presuppositional 

status of the respective argument of the verb. The „bridge-status is not a general property of 

the verb but relates to a single argument. A bridge verb may be a bridge verb for its object, 

                                                 
10

 It the embedded clause is fronted to a non-canonical position, however, as for instance to the clause-initial 

position of an embedded V2 clause, it becomes intransparent, as expected: 

i. *Weni hat sie denn gemeint [ei damit zu beeindrucken]Obj. habe jeder von ihnen schon mehrmals versucht 
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but not for its subject, and vice versa.
11

 Hence, before the prediction can be successfully test-

ed, the bridge verb status for the phrase under consideration must be ascertained: 

(5) a. Weni hat ihr geträumt [dass er ei heiraten würde]? 

 b.*Weni hat ihr gereicht [dass er ei heiraten würde]? 

     whom has her dreamed / sufficed [that he marry would] 

In (5a), the subject argument of „dream‟ is in non-factive relation to the verb and the verb is a 

bridge verb for its subject. „Suffice’ on the other hand, is not a bridge verb. 

 

Criterion #10: Distribution of result predicates (and particles) 

Prediction 

In OV languages, a result predicate immediately precedes the verb. In VO languages the re-

sult predicate follows the verb. If the language has the particle-stranding property (like Eng-

lish), a result particle or a lexicalized result phrase may be verb-adjacent or an object may 

intervene: 

(2) a. He thew out something 

 b. He threw something out 

 c. He cut loose everything 

 d. He cut everything loose 

The serialization of the combination of a verb plus a phrase or a particle that is construed as 

result-denoting correlates with the canonical directionality of heads in the given language. In 

head-initial VPs, they obligatorily follow (2); in head-final VPs they obligatorily precede the 

verb (3). 

(2) a. He has chopped something downPrt/to piecesPP/looseAP 

 b. Er hat etwas ab/in Stücke/klein gehackt 

In OV languages which allow postposing PPs in general, a PP with result interpretation must 

not be postponed. A result-denoting PP obligatorily precedes the canonical position of the 

verb. 

(3) a.*dass ein Stein fiel darauf     (resultative PP) 

 b.  wenn jemand gewettet hätte darauf   (PP object) 

 c. *dass man das Bild nagelte an die Wand    (resultative PP) 

 d.   dass man das Bild festmachte an der Wand  (locative adverbial PP) 

In OV language, the linearization of a result predicate is the inverse of the order of VO lan-

guages. The verb always precedes the result phrase in VO. In languages that permit stranding 

for particles, result particles occur either in a verb-adjacent position or in a distant position, 

with an object intervening. This is even attested for phrasal result predicates if they are a lexi-

                                                 
11

 In the literature, you may find claims that German does not allow extraction out of subject phrases.  The 

claims are mistaken since the data adduced are verbs without bridge quality for the subject (but only for the 

object).  
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calized unit, that is, if they can be treated like an idiom, like cut to pieces, slash to ribbons, in 

the sense of annihilate. 

 (3) a. The Third [army]HH cut to pieces the Nazi forces in the Saar-Palatinate region”  

   (N.Y. Times, obituary for Gen. Patton, Dec. 22, 1945)  

 b. He cut to pieces the incense altars that were above them  

   (Bible, new international version, 2 Chronicles 34:4).  

 c. […] and slashed to ribbons the royal army on the coast 

   (N.Y. Post, Oct. 31 1948, on the Seven-Day War) 

In an OV language, the result predicate is always V-adjacent. If it is in a distant position then 

this is the effect of an independent fronting process in the given language. 

(4) a. Der Löwe hat die Gazelle tot gebissen  (result interpretation possible)  

 b. Der Löwe hat tot die Gazelle gebissen  (no result interpretation possible) 

 c. Toti hat er die Gazelle ei gebissen   (result interpretation, fronted) 

Remarks: 

1. Particle+Verb-Nominalizations: In OV-languages, the result particle always precedes in 

nominalizations. In VO, however, a particle may precede or follow, if compounding in the 

given language is head-final, which is the most frequent pattern cross-linguistically.
12

 

(6) a. Aufsteiger, Durchreiche, Weglegung, … 

 b. the intake, the outcome, the upshot, … 

 c. a sit in, the fall out, the make up, … 

(6b) is the result of the productive process of compounding. (6c) is the direct nominalization 

of the given verbal lexical entry, that is, the conversion of the particle-verb combination into a 

deverbal noun. 

2. Unavailability of result construal: In some languages, notably in Romance languages, a 

result interpretation is not available, in other words, there are no counterparts to (7a,b) in the-

se languages: 

(7) a. He walked his soles thin (i.e. as a result of walking they became thin) 

 b. He swam under the bridge  (i.e. as a result of swimming he ended up under the bridge) 

It is not known whether there are OV languages with this restriction, too, or whether this is a 

side-effect of properties of head-initial phrases only.  

Criterion #11: Nominalization of V+V(+V) sequences in OV but not in VO 

Prerequisite: A productive word formation process of converting verbs into nouns.  

Background: Word formation operates over basic level categories (word level), and not over 

phrasal categories. Verb clusters are complex but basic level category units (head-to-head 

adjunctions). Verbs cluster obligatorily in OV. In VO, verbs do not cluster; they come as the 

heads of stacked VPs. 

                                                 
12

 Head-initial compounding, as in the Romance languages is the exception. It does not allow for recursive com-

pounding (See Haider 2013, chapter 8). 
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Prediction: OV languages with a productive word formation process for converting verbs 

into nouns (1a) will allow for nominalized verb clusters (Haider 2013, chapter 8.4). 

(1) a. singen – das Singen  b. singen lassen – das Singen lassen 

 c. sing – the singing  d. let sing – *the letting sing  

In VO languages, the verbs come in stacked VPs (2a); in OV languages, clause-final verbs 

form a verbal cluster (2b). In OV, stacked VPs would amount to center-embedded construc-

tions (2c). OV grammars provide clustering as a way of avoiding stacked, center-embedded 

VPs. 

(2) a.  [VP V [VP V [VP V Object]]]  stacked head-intial VPs 

 b.  [Object [[V V] V]cluster ]  V-cluster in head-final VP 

 c.*[[[Object V] V ] V]   stacked head-final VPs (inexistent) 

The cluster consists of head-to-head-adjoined verbs. Since adjunctions preserve the category 

level, the cluster is a complex basic-level category and hence it may feed nominalization. In 

VO-languages, a sequence of verbs as in (3a) does not form a cluster and could not feed nom-

inalization (3b). In Dutch, in the head-final VP (3c), the verbs form a cluster which feeds 

nominalization (3d).
13

 

(3) a. let sing a song  

 b.*the letting sing of a song 

 c. een liedje laten zingen 

     a songdimin. let sing („let someone sing a song) 

 d. het laten zingen van het liedje 

The examples in (4) from German show that nominalization is able to convert clusters into 

deverbal nouns, independent of their size. For examples from Hungarian, a type III language, 

see Bartos (2004). 

(4)  a. das Ertragen von Kritik  

   the taking(ing) of stick 

 b.  das Ertragen können von Kritik 

            the taking(ing) canInf. of stick    („the ability of taking stick‟) 

 c.  das das Ertragen können müssen von Kritik 

  the taking(ing) canInf. mustInf. of stick  („the need to be able to take stick‟) 

 d.  das Mitreden lassen können müssen 

                                                 
13

 Corpus search produces even Dutch 3-piece cluster nominalizations:  „Denk aan de traditie van [het [moeten 

laten zien]N° van het witte doekje met rode vlekken aan familieleden] als bewijs dat de vrouw in kwestie maagd 

is gebleven.“              http://www.geentaboes.marokko.nl/index.php?s=16502433c79b3b7ab50e9c3faf7f03ff&nav=qa&cid=12&qid=10 
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